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Abstract

This paper presents an approach to crowdsourcing an-
notations of UI components from images. Using the
“Find-Draw-Verify” task design, an in-HIT example-
guided annotation aid is proposed to facilitate workers
thereby improving the result quality.

Introduction
User interface design involves selecting proper UI compo-
nents and their layout on each screen. To facilitate data-
driven design, Webzeitgeist offers large-scale design min-
ing from a repository of over 100,000 Web pages and 100
million design elements (Kumar et al. 2013). Building the
repository for mobile UI design is challenging as mobile de-
sign samples1 are mostly in mockup images without source
codes.

This paper proposes a novel approach to crowdsourcing
annotations of UI components from such mockup images.
Annotating a UI component consists of 1) identifying the
presence of UI component in the image, and 2) drawing a
bounding box around the UI component. In what follows, we
start by explaining the “Find-Draw-Verify” workflow pat-
tern and the problems encountered in our pilot test. We then
introduce “in-HIT example-guided annotation aid” to facili-
tate the drawing task for workers without the domain knowl-
edge or experience in UI design.

Workflow Design
The crowdsourcing workflow pattern “Find-Fix-Verify” was
first introduced in (Bernstein et al. 2010) to break down
a task into appropriate sub-tasks. In (Little et al. 2010), a
toolkit named Turkit was proposed to perform iterative hu-
man computation algorithm on Mechanical Turk. To anno-
tate UI components on mockup images, the workers should
perform the following sub-tasks.

• Find: A worker identifies the label of a UI component that
appears in the mockup image.

• Draw: A worker draws a bounding box of the UI compo-
nent corresponding to the label.
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1Mobile design gallery http://pttrns.com.

• Verify: A worker verifies the annotated UI component or
merges similarly annotated components.

Figure 1 shows the overall workflow. Simple subtask helped

Figure 1: The Find-Draw-Verify workflow for annotating UI
components in mockup images.

improve the quality of drawing the bounding box iteratively
in (Su, Deng, and Fei-Fei 2012). Similarly, multiple HITs
may be created for each stage of the workflow so workers
can improve the quality iteratively by modifying the result
from previous workers.

Figure 2 shows the result of iterative subskeleton task in
the drawing stage. Three different UI components are an-
notated on a given mockup image. The quality is low, as
the bounding boxes are not tightly around the UI compo-
nents. Five list items are identified as the ListView compo-
nent, while the ground truth is one bounding box containing
five list items.

Figure 2: The results of our method. The rightmost is ground
truth of UI annotation.

In our pilot test, identifying UI components such as La-
bel, TextField, GridView, and ListView turns out to be too
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difficult for workers domain knowledge on interface design.
Besides breaking down the workflow into simple subtasks, a
better annotation interface is in order.

In-Hit Annotation Aid
We introduce how in-HIT annotation aid can help workers
improve task quality.

Qualification Test
UI components are classified into 4 categories: view, input,
display and bar. The worker only have to pass the qualifica-
tion of a single UI category to perform the annotation task.
The drawing task is provided with an external tutorial and
guiding examples.

However, we found only few people pass the qualifica-
tion, which limits the throughput of the task. Also the an-
notation made by qualified workers were not precise. The
results show that even the qualified workers was not clear
about the definition of each UI component type. Also, the
provided external tutorial link in the hit was ignored. The
results indicate the workers needs aid on the spot.

In-HIT Example-Guided Aid
To provide just-in-time learning, we show some mockup im-
ages with ground truth to help workers correctly identify the
target UI component. Figure 3 shows our interface with in-
HIT example guided aid. The guiding examples were placed
right next to annotating area, providing direct visual cue.
Workers can learn by examples on the spot and perform the
task at the same time. The results are shown in Figure 4.
With in-HIT example guided aid, workers achieve more out-
put agreements. We can see that workers annotate the correct
ListView component, compared with previous result in Fig-
ure 2.

Figure 3: In-HIT example-guided aid in interface

BoxSnap: In-HIT Drawing Aid
“Drawing bounding box is difficult and time-consuming(Su,
Deng, and Fei-Fei 2012)”, while workers hope to complete
HIT as soon as possible to earn more money. This way leads
to bad annotation. To lower the difficulty, we design an em-
bedded intelligent assistant BoxSnap in interface. Instead
of drawing the regions manually, BoxSnap can auto-detect
those candidate regions while user pointing the UI compo-
nents with mouse. Workers can select the UI component in
just one click and modify the boundary slightly if necessary.

Figure 4: The results of using In-HIT example-guided aid.

We utilize digital image processing techniques to preprocess
those mockup images. Our image preprocess follows stan-
dard procedure: edge detection, dilation, erosion and contour
finding for connected component.

For each mockup, the regions of UI components are seg-
mented and stored in the database. When user hover the
mouse over the mockup, we calculate the distance of the
mouse position to the centroid of each the bounding area,
and choose the one with shortest distance as candidate. A
threshold distance was set to determine whether user has in-
tention to annotate the area.

Discussion and Conclusion
Our study showed that annotation interface significantly im-
pacts the quality of crowdsourced data. Selecting workers
using qualification tests limits the size of candidate pool for
hard tasks. This research proposed in-HIT crowdsourcing
aids to help workers produce better results.

BoxSnap facilitates drawing bounding boxes via image
preprocessing. To detect all UI components automatically,
the image processing algorithms should be improved in
terms of accuracy. The proposed method will be evaluated
by further experiments in mobile interface design.
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